
The Word
The POWER to 

change your life!

Week one - Romans

“Do not merely listen to the Word, and so deceive 
yourselves. Do what it says.”  James 1:22

Day #7       1 4

Walking In The Spirit

\__ Confess, Repent, Learn, Adjust


Weekly POWER Passage (Write out each day)

\__ Romans 5:1


Read Romans 5……Listen and Apply

\__ This is your day to create your own study as if you are the author of your own 
devotional. Take special note of V3 on rejoicing in suffering and maybe check out these 
other verses: John 16:33, James 1:2, 1Peter 1:6, and the famous verse of Jesus’ 
sufferings…Isaiah 53:3.


\__


\__


\__


Prayer/Quote/Challenge/Principle

\__ Write out one of the four listed above to challenge or bless those who do your 
study!!


Be Still, Reflect, Listen - 5 minutes with God       



Day #1       1 4

Walking In The Spirit

\__ Confess, Repent, Learn, Adjust


Weekly POWER Passage (Write out each day)

\__ Romans 2:4  Do you show contempt for the riches of His kindness, tolerance, and 
patience, not realizing that God’s kindness leads you toward repentance?


Read Romans 1:1-7..….Listen and Apply

 \__ Paul is the Author of Romans. He wrote from Corinth to the Church in Rome and 
believers everywhere. Paul was writing to introduce himself and to proclaim the Good 
News that faith is by grace and not works. Paul also tells of the the two laws at 
battle in us between the flesh and the Spirit. He shouts about the freedom we have 
from the control and bondages from sin. The church in Rome was started by Jews who 
had come to faith in Jesus at Pentecost in Jerusalem. This is clearly one of the most 
important books in the Bible to fully understand what we have in our faith in JESUS!!!

\__ Read V1 and then fill-in the blanks how you would describe yourself!


    “           YOUR NAME              , a                  of Jesus Christ, called to be an               , 
and set apart for                       .”


\__ In V5, it says that “obedience comes from faith.”  Write out in your own words 
what that means.


\__ In V7, it tells us what God has called all believers to.  What does he call us in 
your Bible? Look up in the NLT version of the Bible and write down how it translates 
the word “saints.”  This is our identity as Christians! This is what and who you are! 


>> God has chosen you to be this. Do you want to accept the mission? Think about it! <<


\__ The following words appear over 60 times in the book of Romans. Write down in 
your own words why they are so important to our life as Christians?!

>>> SIN -


>>> RIGHTEOUSNESS -


>>> FAITH -


Prayer/Quote/Challenge/Principle

\__ Ponder Martin Luther’s words today about how important he felt the book of 
Romans is to the Christian. He said,  “This epistle is really the chief part of the NT 
and is truly the purest Gospel. It is worthy not only that every Christian should know 
it word for word, by heart, but also that he should occupy himself with it every day, 
as the bread of the soul.  We can never read it or ponder over it too much; for the 
more we deal with it, the more precious it becomes and the better it tastes! 

Be Still, Reflect, Listen - 5 minutes with God


Day #6                                          1      4 
Walking In The Spirit

\__ Confess, Repent, Learn, Adjust

Weekly POWER Passage (Write out each day)

\__ Romans 5:1  Since we have been justified through faith, we have peace with God 
through our Lord Jesus Christ.


Read Romans 4.….Listen and Apply

\__ Why are V4-5 such GOOD NEWS?


\__ Write a short note to GOD thanking HIM for what HE has done for you in V7-8. 
Describe how it makes you feel.


\__ Is there an amount of FAITH that is required to be saved?  Are you saved 
because you FEEL saved or because you have faith that Jesus is our savior!?   What 
should faith in Jesus do to you?


\__ V20-21 has a few pieces of your puzzle in getting free from sexual sin.  List the 
“4” things Abraham did to help himself deal with a promise from GOD that was 
impossible apart from GOD? 

>>> 1.

>>> 2.

>>> 3.


>>> 4.

\__ We often think we aren’t treated fairly, and sometimes we feel even GOD hasn’t 
treated us fairly?  Based on V25, was it fair what Jesus had to go through for YOU? 
How should you deal with something that doesn't feel fair?


Prayer/Quote/Challenge/Principle

\__  Today’s devo was completely focused on faith, but not just faith, rather being 
JUSTIFIED by faith!  >JUST as IF I’D never sinned!<  This concept of Jesus treating 
us as if we had never sinned is a mind blowing truth!  Ask God to reveal to you how 
amazing this truth and HIS GRACE truly are!  When we really get what God has done 
for us, it changes everything!! If someone saved your life, you would treat them with 
HONOR FOREVER!  You would do anything for them!! Sit still now and think about this 
truth and ask God to show you why this is so life changing!! 

Be Still, Reflect, Listen - 5 minutes with God



Day #5       1 4

Walking In The Spirit

\__ Confess, Repent, Learn, Adjust

Weekly POWER Passage (Write out each day)

\__ Romans 2:4


Read Romans 3……Listen and Apply

\__ Just like V8, we discover lies in our brains that clearly are not from God, but at 
times we buy into them. Ask God to reveal to you if there are any lies you’re believing 
that need to be replaced with the truth of God’s Word. How about lies regarding

> the way you view women?

 
> your anger or your sexual sin?

> anything?

\__ In V20, we learn  “NO ONE WILL BE DECLARED RIGHTEOUS” by observing the 
law!  Are you a person who feels like you need to perform to earn God’s love? 

…….If you answered yes above, based on V22, do you feel a release from having to 
earn GOD’S approval?  How does this verse change how you live?


\__ There are a lot of words in Romans that are difficult to understand.  Write down 
why each of these are important and how they should change your life?!

                 *THESE ARE THE  7 GRAND “TIONS” OF THE FAITH!!*

> PROPITIATION 3:25 - (Atonement, the removal of GOD’s punishment for sin through 
the sacrifice of Jesus) 


> REDEMPTION 3:24 - (Jesus paid the price for our sin so we could be free from 
death and have eternal life)


> JUSTIFiCATION 4:25 - (GOD’S act of declaring us “not guilty” for our sin)


> SANCTIFICATION 5:2 - (a process of becoming more like JESUS by the Holy Spirit)


> GLORIFICATION 8:18-19 - (the state of the believer after death when we become 
more like JESUS)


> ELECTION 9:10 - (God’s choice of an individual for a specific purpose or destiny)


> RECONCILIATION 5:11 - (Restoration of our relationship with God through Jesus) 


Prayer/Quote/Challenge/Principle

\__ GOD said in Hosea 4:6, “My people are destroyed for lack of Knowledge,” and Dale Carnegie 
said, “Knowledge isn’t power until it is applied.”  The knowledge we receive from the Bible is life 
changing! Why don’t I read it more? Why do I spend so much time on pursuing other things that 
are empty and hollow. Lord, help me today to put into practice the things I know are from YOU. I 
want to apply what I know I should do! Thank you for dying for me so I could live!!! 


Be Still, Reflect, Listen - 5 minutes with God

Day #2       1 4

Walking In The Spirit

\__ Confess, Repent, Learn, Adjust

Weekly POWER Passage (Write out each day)

\__ Romans 2:4


Read Romans 1:8-20...… Listen and Apply

\__ Did Paul make his own plans and then just go, according to V10 & 13?  Are you 
willing to trust God with your plans and follow HIS will for your life?  Write down any 
plans you have right now that maybe you should be seeking God’s will to direct them? 


 

\__ Are you afraid or ashamed of sharing your faith? In V16 & 17.  Paul reveals a few 
reasons he isn't ashamed to share the Gospel. Write down a couple of reasons why we 
should feel good about sharing what we believe!


How does V17 say we are to live? By feelings and our emotions?  By thinking through 
the situation?  How?  Do you?  Think about it…..


\__ Write down the definition of FAITH from Hebrews 11:1.


\__ Write out Proverbs 3:5:


\__ Now write out what it means in your own words to live by FAITH!!  How does living 
by FAITH change how you live?


\__ Should everyone be able to clearly see there is a GOD according to V19 & 20? 
WHY?


Prayer/Quote/Challenge/Principle

\__ Today’s devo is drenched in the laws of faith and trust in GOD.  Ask yourself if 
your relationship with GOD has changed the way you live life?  Faith that GOD knows 
what is best for our life should change everything!  If we really believe HE is the one 
who sees tomorrow, can handle our problems and guide us on the best path, faith will 
compel us to seek HIM, to pursue HIM, and to desire Him in our lives. WE WOULD BE 
FOOLS NOT TO INCLUDE HIM IN EVERY ASPECT OF OUR LIVES.  Pray hard about this 
today!!

Be Still, Reflect, Listen - 5 minutes with God



Day #3       1 4

Walking In The Spirit

\__ Confess, Repent, Learn, Adjust


Weekly POWER Passage (Write out each day)

\__ Romans 2:4


Read Romans 1:21-32….…Listen and Apply

\__ In Romans today, it says that, “Although they knew God …….they became fools. 
What two actions did these people fail to take in V21?

>>> 1.


>>> 2.


\__ What were the two results in their lives for not glorifying or honoring GOD and 
not giving HIM thanks in V21? 

>>> 1.


>>> 2.

\__ What type of relationship is GOD describing as SHAMEFUL in V26-27? Is this type 
of relationship any more sinful than a man lusting for a women on a screen, in a bar, 
or sleeping with someone before they are married according to GOD in Romans 3:23? 
We all need to realize the depravity of our own sin. Think about this!!


\__ If we want to pursue our own desires and lusts more than we want to serve GOD, 
then at some point HE gives us over to our desires in V24. In V25 we find one of the 
most important scriptures that reveal how we get stuck in sin. Below, list the “3” 
things we do that get us stuck and then what actions you can take to correct the 
wrongs!

>>> 1.

>>> 2.

>>> 3.


Prayer/Quote/Challenge/Principle   (Write these scriptures on a 3X5 card today)

\__ Read V32 and challenge yourself with these words today! Most likely if your 
reading this, you “Know God” and you “Know You Deserve Death” because of your 
sexual sin. So, ask God to wake you up to the severity of sinning against a HOLY GOD 
in any way, form, or capacity!!  One of the key ways to do this is to practice everyday 
honoring God with your body, your life, and your mind from Romans 12:1-2. Then ask 
God to open your eyes to see your need to practice 1THES 5:16, having a grateful 
heart in every circumstance. These are life changing!! If you really start to make an 
effort to practice these two scripture passages, your LIFE will change. Sin will have 
less of a pull.  AS WE SOW, SO SHALL WE REAP! The question is what type of harvest 
are we going to reap?  What are you sowing? Think and pray hard about this today…..   


Be Still, Reflect, Listen - 5 minutes with God


Day #4       1 4

Walking In The Spirit

\__ Confess, Repent, Learn, Adjust

Weekly POWER Passage (Write out each day)

\__ Romans 2:4


Read Romans 2……Listen and Apply

\__ Today is a very tough lesson on JUDGMENT. First we look at you passing 
judgment on others and then GOD’s judgment of YOU! Based on V1-2, do you have a 
right to pass judgment on others?  Why? Who is the only one who has the right to 
judge people?


\__  In V4, you are challenged to ask yourself if GOD’S tolerance of your sin, HIS 
patience in allowing you time to repent, and his patience in disciplining you, leads you 
to believe your sin is not that bad? Does HIS patience with you lead you to repentance 
or to think you’ve got away with it? Rewrite this verse in your own words. 


\__  In V5-8, Paul is not contradicting his statement from 1:16-17 that salvation is by  
faith alone. LIST ‘5’ things from V5&8 that God says are a sign you may not have real 
faith.


\__ In V7, what is the main thing that shows you have eternal life?


\__ Write out V7-8.  Think about each word and why GOD put them in the Bible! 


\__ V21-22 IS ASKING YOU IF YOU PRACTICE WHAT YOU PREACH. Do you tell your 
kids not to lie but you do? Tell others not to look at porn but you do? Not to gossip 
about others but you do? What do you need to do to practice what you preach? 


\__ Read V28- 29 and replace the word Jew with Christian. The question here is, “Are 
you real?”  ARE YOU?


Prayer/Quote/Challenge/Principle

\__ Let’s pray! Lord, I don't want to be a phony! I want to be real but I seem to still 
fall so far short.  I need you to take today’s scriptures about judging others and turn 
that into love for others in spite of their actions toward me and their actions that may 
be wrong in my eyes. Give me patience toward others the way you are patient with 
ME!  Remove all selfishness from me!  Create in me a clean heart! Fill me with your 
SPIRIT!  Restore to me the “Joy of My Salvation!” In your name, Jesus! Amen.

Be Still, Reflect, Listen - 5 minutes with God



The Word
The POWER  to change your life!

  Romans - week two 

“Do not merely listen to the Word, and so deceive yourselves. Do what it says.” -James 1:22

Day #7       1 4

Walking In The Spirit

\__ Confess, Repent, Learn, Adjust


Weekly POWER Passage (Write out each day)

\__ Romans 6:18


Read Romans 9..…Listen and Apply

\__ This chapter is one of the major chapters in the Bible that stirs the Armenian VS 
Calvin debate. Brilliant men have argued over this for 100’s of years and both think 
they are absolutely right! 100%!  I’m going to solve the issue right now!  They are both 
wrong! I’m right! The correct stance is ARCALVIAN. ;-]  Now let’s think about the more 
important issue of how we are living out what we believe!! 


\__ How does it make you feel that God chose “you” before the world began, knowing 
all the good, bad, and ugly you would do in your lifetime, and yet, He still wanted YOU 
in Heaven with HIM for eternity!? 


\__ How does it make you want to live for HIM?


\__ How does it make you feel when V21 describes God as “the Potter” and you as 
“Clay”?


\__ What right does the clay have to complain to the potter about how he was made? 
Should the clay trust the potter?


Prayer/Quote/Challenge/Principle

\__ D.L. Moody, the great evangelist, once said, “David was the last person we would 
have chosen to fight the giant but he was CHOSEN BY GOD”  Pinterest said, “When 
God has selected you, it doesn’t matter who else has rejected or neglected you. God’s 
favor outweighs all opposition. YOU ARE A WINNER! YOU HAVE ETERNAL LIFE!” It’s 
hard to get our minds around what God has really done for us but when we do, BOOM! 
It blows our mind! The depth of HIS love for you should be mind blowing!  HIS 
selection of you to be HIS child should make you and me the most humble, loving, and 
caring people on the face of the planet. Think about this long and hard today!!


Be Still, Reflect, Listen - 5 minutes with God       



Day #1       1 4

Walking In The Spirit

\__ Confess, Repent, Learn, Adjust


Weekly POWER Passage (Write out each day)

\__ Romans 6:11 Count (reckon, consider) yourself dead to sin but alive to GOD in 
Christ Jesus.


Read Romans 6:1-14….Listen and Apply

 \__ This week’s Devo is in smaller chunks because it is arguably the “3” most 
important chapters in the Bible on understanding and overcoming sin. Seek GOD 
each day to really show you HIS heart in our battle against the flesh and how the 
cross destroyed the grip of sin on our lives.

\__ Have you ever excused your sin and thought, “I’m going to do this because GOD 
will forgive me. HE is gracious.”  You’re not alone!!  Read V1-2 and then read Hebrews 
10:29.  Write down what these verses are saying about this kind of thinking.


\__ What is the purpose of BAPTISM according to V3-7? 


\__ Many Christians don't understand the principle in V7 that we are “dead men 
walking.”  What does V6-7 say about your relationship to sin now as a Christian? Does 
sin have any power over you any more?


\__ Based on V12, do you have a choice to “let” sin reign in your life or not?  What 
happens if you let it control your life?


\__ In V13, God lets us choose to what or to whom we want to offer or present our 
bodies.  Write a short note to God today telling Him to whom or to what you want to 
commit your body. Thank HIM for the Power of Sin being broken in your life!!


Prayer/Quote/Challenge/Principle

\__ Francis Chan said, “Lukewarm people don't want to be saved from their sin, they 
only want to be saved from the penalty of their sin.” I’ve lived Chan’s quote at times. I 
hate my sin, but I also hate to give it up! This battle of the flesh verses the Spirit is 
real, and yet if we understand who we are, according to today’s lesson, we are “dead to 
sin and alive in Christ Jesus! This is who we are! This is our identity as a Christian! The 
truth is WE ARE DEAD TO SIN! WE ARE DEAD TO SIN! Ask GOD to let this truth sink 
deep into your heart that it’s hard for a dead man to sin.


Be Still, Reflect, Listen - 5 minutes with God


Day #6                                          1      4 
Walking In The Spirit

\__ Confess, Repent, Learn, Adjust


Weekly POWER Passage (Write out each day)

\__ Romans 6:18


Read Romans 8:28-39….Listen and Apply

\__ Write out V28 completely but in “6” chunks and think about the “6” individual 
phrases within this verse and reflect on each aspect deeply and what it means to you. 
(Ex: We Know)

>>> 1. And we know (what should I know?)

>>> 2.

>>> 3.

>>> 4.

>>> 5.

>>> 6.

\__ You are precious to God! GOD knew you before creation!  WOW!  What does God 
say HE chose you to become in V29?  Then in V30, it says He “CALLED YOU!”  Why 
you? Then what shall we say to GOD?  Write it down.


\__ We clearly see in V35-39 that “NOTHING SEPARATES” us from God’s love for us. 
We also see, as Christians, we are going to go through trials, famine, and even 
suffering. Being a Christian doesn't exclude us from these hardships!!  What causes you 
to doubt GOD’S love? 


\__ What are we more than “Conquerors” of in V37?  How are we conquerors?


Prayer/Quote/Challenge/Principle

\__ Helen Keller, a blind woman said, “The world is full of suffering, but it is also full 
of the joy of overcoming it!”  Billy Graham stated, “The Word of God teaches that 
Christians suffer in order that they might glorify God in their lives!.”  The question, 
“Why would a good God allow anyone to suffer?” is probably one of the most popular 
questions? Pray about this yourself this morning and keep in mind “2” things,  1) God 
originally designed the world perfectly with no suffering and it will be that way again 
one day 2) God, the Father, allowed His Son to suffer on a cross for you! WHY!?


Be Still, Reflect, Listen - 5 minutes with God



Day #5       1 4

Walking In The Spirit

\__ Confess, Repent, Learn, Adjust


Weekly POWER Passage (Write out each day)

\__ Romans 6:18  You have been set free from sin and have become slaves to 
righteousness.


Read Romans 8:1-27….… Listen and Apply

\__ Write the Definition for “Condemnation.”


\__ Why is there “zero” condemnation for YOU as a Christian?  Why should 
we be the the happiest men on earth?  


\__  What “2” categories does Paul divide people into in V5-6?  Write down next to  
each type of person what they chose to “set their MIND” on and what the result 
was?

>>> 1.


>>> 2.


\__ Does the “Holy Spirit dwell in you and DO YOU ALLOW IT TO CONTROL YOU? (V9)


\__ Summarize V12-13 in your own words.


Prayer/Quote/Challenge/Principle

\__ Lord, I humbly come to YOU this morning realizing that I should be CONDEMNED 
for the things I have done.  I deserve death but you decided to send your SON to die 
for me so I could have an abundant life here and eternal pleasures in Heaven! I can 
only attempt, in Your strength, to now live my life in a way that says thank you for the 
blessings you have bestowed on me!! I love you, “DADDY!” Please be patient with me as 
I try to learn how to walk this life with you in complete control and fully surrendered 
to you! Guide me today in the way I should go….lead me not into temptation!! Amen


Be Still, Reflect, Listen - 5 minutes with God

Day #2       1 4

Walking In The Spirit

\__ Confess, Repent, Learn, Adjust


Weekly POWER Passage (Write out each day)

\__ Romans 6:11


Read Romans 6:15-23…… Listen and Apply

\__ Paul asks this question a second time in V15: should we just continue to sin since 
we have God’s grace to lean on. His answer, “BY NO MEANS!!”  In V16 it states we are 
all going to offer ourself to someone. It’s our choice!  Yet, to the one we offer 
ourselves, we become their “SLAVE.” 

>>> DEFINE SLAVE -


\__ What does the Bible say we can become slaves to in V16, 19, and 22? Which one 
of these are you most likely a SLAVE TO currently?


\__ Write out V19.


 

\__ The million dollar question is found in V21. In summary it says, “What ‘benefit’ or 
what fruit did you reap or are reaping from your lifestyle of sin?  Write down what 
lasting benefit there is to your sin?  


\__ Write down the consequences your sin has caused in your life. What would your 
life look like if you had never given in to your own desires? 


Prayer/Quote/Challenge/Principle

\__ READ PHILIPPIANS 3:12-14. Think about Paul’s attitude in this verse where he 
realizes he “hasn't arrived.” He also realizes he needs to leave his past in the past in 
order to really walk FREE! His purpose is SET ON WINNING THE PRIZE. HE is looking 
forward, not focusing on his past.  This is a crucial step for you to obtain freedom 
from sexual bondage. If you have any bitterness, hurts, or unforgiveness towards 
anyone, it is time to let it go!  BURY IT ONCE AND FOR ALL!  You can’t change the 
past, but you can change the future if you let go of feelings of vengeance, shame, 
guilt….etc. God wants you to walk free! Don’t keep yourself imprisoned!! Lay it all at 
the foot of the cross now…..

Be Still, Reflect, Listen - 5 minutes with God



Day #3       1 4

Walking In The Spirit

\__ Confess, Repent, Learn, Adjust


Weekly POWER Passage (Write out each day)

\__ Romans 6:11


Read Romans 7:1-12……Listen and Apply

\__  Look up Covetousness in the dictionary and write out the definition:


\__ What produced sin in us according to V7-8?  


Do you see how living under the principle of “Keeping the Law” and “Performing to get 
Acceptance” keeps you bound in SIN as opposed to living under the “Law of Grace” 
brings freedom?


\__ Write out the definition of FLESH in V5 from the Strong’s #4561. 


\__ So, instead of living under the law, bound in sin and its passions (which are very 
real), how are we supposed to live according to V6?


\__ Write a short note to GOD telling HIM your willingness and desire to do this.


Prayer/Quote/Challenge/Principle

\__ The serpent in the Garden of Eden deceived Eve by taking her focus off of 
walking in freedom and having everything freely given to her and putting it on the 
only thing she didn't have!! She chose to focus on her one restriction. Your enemy 
wants you to do the same thing! He wants you to focus on the fact you can’t freely 
lust after whatever you want sexually and be pleasing to GOD at the same time. 

> KEY! <  Don’t focus on stopping your sin, trying to white knuckle through it or doing 
it by your own will power!!  You will fail!  We weren't designed to fight that way.  
Read 2Corinthians 10:3-5 and reflect on its words and remember the power of sin is 
broken by the Grace of GOD, not in trying to perform and keep a bunch of rules!! 
Don't leave the presence of GOD until you get this! :-}


Be Still, Reflect, Listen - 5 minutes with God


Day #4       1 4

Walking In The Spirit

\__ Confess, Repent, Learn, Adjust


Weekly POWER Passage (Write out each day)

\__ Romans 6:11


Read Romans 7:7-25..…Listen and Apply

\__ Today is your day to create your own devo. Let the Lord speak to you regarding 
what is important in today’s verses. Then, teach others how to apply them in their life 
through your own questions and observations!


>>>


>>>


>>>


Prayer/Quote/Challenge/Principle

\__ Find a quote or a principle that applies to today’s passage for your life and others. 
Or write a prayer to magnify God and His Word! (See Psalm 119)


Be Still, Reflect, Listen - 5 minutes with God



The Word
The POWER  to change your life!

Week THREE - Romans

“Do not merely listen to the Word, and so deceive yourselves. Do what it says.” -James 1:22

Day #7       1 4

Walking In The Spirit

\__ Confess, Repent, Learn, Adjust


Weekly POWER Passage (Write out each day)

\__ Romans 15:13


Read Romans 16….…Listen and Apply

\__ Paul ends the book of Romans with a list of over 40 people that were going to 
Rome to help establish the church there. THEY GAVE THEIR LIVES TO SEE PEOPLE 
COME TO KNOW JESUS AS LORD AND SAVIOR! Each person played a part. Phoebe 
was a deaconess. Tertius wrote down the letter to the Romans for Paul. Gaius housed 
missionaries. What your purpose and role in your church, the body of Christ?


\__ V19 says that everyone was kind of talking about the church of Rome’s 
"obedience”.  Why is this so interesting to people that everyone is talking about it?  
How would your obedience in the future get people talking?  Who would be talking? 


\__ What does Paul say he wants the Roman church to be in V19? Read 1Thes 5:22. 
Put in your own words how you can practically live these commands out in your own 
life?


Prayer/Quote/Challenge/Principle

\__ Here are some thoughts about obedience to reflect on today? Robert E Lee said, 
“Obedience to Godly Lawful Authority is the foundation of manly character.”  C.S. 
Lewis said, “I was not born to do what I want - I was born to adore and obey.” Thomas 
Keller said,  “Religion says, ‘I obey, therefore I am accepted.’  Christianity says, ‘I’m 
accepted, therefore I obey.” Somebody else said. ”When we love the LORD, obedience 
ceases to be a burden. Obedience becomes a delight.”

>>> Ponder these quotes for a moment. Then try to write your own quote about 
obedience to go down in the pages of HIStory!!


Be Still, Reflect, Listen - 5 minutes with God       



Day #1       1 4

Walking In The Spirit

\__ Confess, Repent, Learn, Adjust


Weekly POWER Passage (Write out each day)

\__ Romans 12:1 I urge you, brothers, in view of GOD’S mercy, offer your bodies as 
living sacrifices, holy and pleasing to God - this is your spiritual act of worship.


Read Romans 10….…Listen and Apply

 \__ Why do you think it is necessary to do more than just confess with your mouth 
that Jesus is Lord in V9-10? What else must you do?


\__ Read John 6:28-29.  What is the work we are to do as children of GOD?  Why did 
God choose to give this answer out of everything else HE could have said?


\__ Write out the definition of “BELIEVE”.


\__ How do you know if you really believe?  Read 1John 3:9-10 and Matt 7:20


Prayer/Quote/Challenge/Principle

\__ Do you know that you absolutely “BELIEVE” in JESUS as your LORD and SAVIOR? 
If you’re not sure, it usually means you have sin in your life and may have started 
questioning if you’re saved because of how you’re living!  I don't want to make you 
unsure of your salvation. Instead, I want you to be 100% confident that you’re secure 
and know your eternal destiny!!  Go to God now and confess to HIM your concerns 
about your salvation.  Recommit and dedicate yourself to live for Him in a state of 
humble confession and repentance, no longer willfully choosing to sin against HIM on a 
constant basis.  We will battle sin until we are face to face with HIM, but sin should no 
longer control and dominate us! AMEN!  Get real with GOD right now.


Be Still, Reflect, Listen - 5 minutes with God


Day #6                                          1      4 
Walking In The Spirit

\__ Confess, Repent, Learn, Adjust


Weekly POWER Passage (Write out each day)

\__Romans 15:13 May the God of hope fill you with all joy and peace as you trust 
HIM, so that you may overflow with hope by the power of the HOLY SPIRIT.


Read Romans 15..….Listen and Apply

\__ Here it is again in V1-3! This concept of living for the good of others is a central 
theme throughout the Bible.  What do you take away from this for your personal life?


\__ What is the purpose of the Old Testament according to V4? How should this 
scripture affect your life?


\__ V13 says God is the God of _____________?  How do we get “joy and peace” 
according to this verse? What is the purpose of trusting in HIM?


Prayer/Quote/Challenge/Principle

\__ In V20, we see Paul is passionate about preaching the gospel wherever it has not 
been preached. The various Bibles say it was his ambition, his aim, and his aspiration!! 
Ask yourself and God, “What is my passion for in the body of Christ? What purposes 
does HE have for me in the next chapter of my life.  How will I serve others?  What is 
HE calling me to?”  Ask HIM now.  Jot it down here……..


……Be Still, Reflect, Listen - 5 minutes with God…….



Day #5       1 4

Walking In The Spirit

\__ Confess, Repent, Learn, Adjust


Weekly POWER Passage (Write out each day)

\__ Romans 13:14


Read Romans 14…..… Listen and Apply

\__ This saying does a great job of summarizing this chapter. THE PRINCIPLE OF OUR 
LIVES SHOULD BE, “IN ESSENTIALS, UNITY;  IN NONESSENTIALS, LIBERTY;  AND IN 
EVERYTHING LOVE!”  Explain when and how this saying needs to be applied in your 
life.


\__ In V12 today, it says that we will all give an account to GOD on how we lived our 
lives.  Write a summary of what you would say to HIM if you met HIM face to face 
today.


\__ Now write a summary of what you want to be able to say to HIM when you 
meet HIM in the future.


\__ God says that the Kingdom of GOD is not about eating and drinking but lists “3” 
characteristics of what it is about when lived out in the power of the Holy Spirit.  Why 
do each of these things bring so much joy to God when we live them out?  EXPLAIN.

1. Righteousness -


2.  Peace -


3.  Joy -


Prayer/Quote/Challenge/Principle

\__ Since the scriptures today are all about how we relate to others, THINK about 
this principle,  “Make it your life goal to help other people get what they want in 
life,” (as long as it is scriptural). How would this change your relationships? How about 
your marriage?  Ask God to make this your 1ST thought when you’re dealing with 
people, especially when you’re in disagreement!! Listen to what he has to say!

Be Still, Reflect, Listen - 5 minutes with God

Day #2       1 4

Walking In The Spirit

\__ Confess, Repent, Learn, Adjust


Weekly POWER Passage (Write out each day)

\__ Romans 12:1


Read Romans 11…… Listen and Apply

\__  This is your day to create your own devo as if you’re teaching someone else. 
Enjoy seeking God for what HE wants you to emphasize and what questions could 
challenge others to put their faith in action!


\__


 


\__


\__


Prayer/Quote/Challenge/Principle

\__ Pray and ask God what HE wants others to leave your devo thinking about today. 
Be creative and have fun with this.


Be Still, Reflect, Listen - 5 minutes with God



Day #3       1 4

Walking In The Spirit

\__ Confess, Repent, Learn, Adjust


Weekly POWER Passage (Write out each day)

\__ Romans 13:14 Clothe yourselves with the Lord Jesus Christ, and do not think about 
how to gratify the desires of the flesh.


Read Romans 12…..…Listen and Apply

\__ Explain in your own words what each of the following means and HOW to do it!

>>> V1 - OFFER YOUR BODY AS A LIVING SACRIFICE:


>>> V2 - DO NOT CONFORM TO THE WORLD:


>>> V2 - RENEW YOUR MIND:


\__ List the “7” Gifts GOD may impart to you for serving the body of Christ!!         

>1.                                 >2.                               >3.


>4.                            >5.                         >6.                      >7.

\__ List the top two “spiritual gifts” God has most likely given you. How do you think 
you should be using them to serve others? 

>>> 1.


>>>2.


Prayer/Quote/Challenge/Principle

\__ Paul lists in V9-21 over “20” different attitudes that Christians should possess, but 
in V17-21, he summarizes the very core of the Christian life is love!  “Love” involves 
constant forgiveness and patience with people.  What is the Lord speaking to you in 
V17-21 and what action steps do you need to take to be obedient? What is your 
response to the following quote in light of these verses?

— “RIGHT ACTIONS LEAD TO RIGHT FEELINGS” -


Be Still, Reflect, Listen - 5 minutes with God


Day #4       1 4

Walking In The Spirit

\__ Confess, Repent, Learn, Adjust


Weekly POWER Passage (Write out each day)

\__ Romans 13:14 


Read Romans 13…..…Listen and Apply

\__ Who puts our governing authorities (ex: The President) in place according to V1?  
What does V2 say will happen to those who rebel against the authorities, like the 
President?  Who is our President according to God in V4 and how should we treat 
him? (Just thought we would get a little blood flowing this morning!) :-] Lol


\__ We have a “debt” to Christ to love others because HE poured out HIS immense 
love on us!!  Do you love yourself?  Do you believe you are fearfully and wonderfully 
made? (Ps 139:14)  Do you love yourself based on: what you have or haven't done or 
on how people view you or what God says about you? How should you LOVE YOU? 


\__ Why does GOD warn us to wake up in V11-12?  What do you need to do 
“practically” to show that you’re awake?


\__ Are you practicing V14?  Write a note to God how you plan to live this verse out!! 
This is one of the KEY SCRIPTURES IN GAINING long-term freedom!  “Memorize It!”


Prayer/Quote/Challenge/Principle

\__ Let’s pray! “Lord, I need you to wake me up!! Wake me up!! I need you to teach 
me how to clothe myself in you; how to put aside the darkness within me! I want my 
behavior to reflect you in everything I do, including not bashing our governing 
authorities when they so deserve it!  I want to abound in love for others starting with 
those closest to me.  Lord, I desperately want my behavior to reflect you, especially so 
others can see a life surrendered and honoring to YOU, MY SAVIOR! Lastly, help me 
keep my mind from wandering into areas of darkness. I love You!! Amen!”


Be Still, Reflect, Listen - 5 minutes with God


